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Comment Letter Regarding Proposed Amendments to IFRS 3
"Business Combinations", lAS 27 "Consolidated and Separate
Financial Statements", lAS 37 "Provisions, Contingent liabilities and
Contingent Assets" and lAS 19 "Employee Benefits"

The Confederation of Danish Industries (DI) welcomes the opportunity to
comment on the proposed amendments to the above standards. DI is a
private organisation funded, owned and managed entirely by currently
6,100 companies within the manufacturing and service industries of
Denmark. DI is a member of UNICE and DI supports the comment letter
issued by UNICE. The comments below should be seen together with the
UNICE comment letter.
First of all, DI would like to recognise the great effort put into the drafts,
especially the efforts of aligning the accounting standards with US GAAP.
DI is a firm supporter of the convergence project, particularly the alignment of recognition , measurement and classification. The proposed drafts
are a step in this direction, and that is an effort which should not be underestimated.
Having said this, we are concerned with the speed by which new standards are being issued. As the Danish companies put a significant effort in
complying with the international standards, they are having problems
just to keep up with the already implemented changes. Therefore, the
Danish companies would very much prefer that standards are only
adopted in bundles and in predetermined windows. This would reduce the
costs of ongoing changes. A slowdown would also be in the interest of users <analysts etc.), as a common, stable platform is of greater value than a
platform subject to continuous changes. We find it very important that the
accounting regulation s show continuity and that companies are able to
foresee t h e types of information needed in the future and t hus to incorporate t his in their internal finan cial reporting systems at the implementation stage.
As a result, we believe that the convergence should be made in a few significant steps rather than numer ous, small steps. An example is the IFRS
2. Its aim was convergence, but the result was unfortunately different.
Making convergence in significant steps involves identification of the differences, establishing of a common framework and finally incorporation of

the appropriate changes in the a ccounting standards. A slowdown will
leave time t o address th ese issues.
This propos al involves both changes in the fram ework as well a s changes
in accounting standards. We are of the opinion tha t there a re some of the
changes which go beyond the short term conver gence as they touch fundamental issu es. These fundamental changes ar e:
•
•
•

Full Fair Value
Recognition of contingent asset s and liabilities
Implementation of the full goodwill approach , derived fr om the entity
•

VIew.

We believe that these issues should be addressed before moving forwa rd.
The reason for this is that we foresee changes again when the framework
project is fini shed. Taking decisions at this s tage m ight rule out better alternatives a t a later st age and m ake it harder to address different classes
of assets or liabilities as a whole. As mentioned above, we find it very important tha t th e fund amental issu es are s olved before issuing new st anda rds in order to have con sistency a nd continuity in the accounting s ta ndards. If the fundamental issues a re not addressed , companies (and accounting st andards ) will find themselves in a state of r a ndom walk in
stead of h avin g a clear and commonly accepted goal. Already Phase II diver ges from Phase 1.
Also we find that two other ongoing projects within the accounting s tandards community, n am ely the Can adian proj ect regarding Fair Value
Measurement and the Australian regarding Inta ngible Assets should be
able to r eport before issuing this st andard as th ey might h ave direct bearing on the proposed cha nges .
The Definition of Business Combinations
We support the alterna tive view as laid out in AV 14. The ch ange of definition is unn ecessary as it narrows the possibiliti es. In effect , true m erger s cannot be carried out given the n ew standard . Even though this type
of transaction is rare, it is often significant tra nsactions. We would like to
see guidance that addresses this issue.

Further, we are disappointed that joint ventures are not part of the n eW
sta ndard. J oint ventures are common transaction s and proper guidance
should be available.
Recognition of Contingent Assets and Liabilities
The changes t o this area are in our opinion very severe. It changes the
fundamentals without, in our opinion, creating more tran sparent di sclosures. Even though we accept the principles in the warra nty example,
other assets or liabili ties, such as law s uits , are not presented fairly given
these rules. If the st andards were to be approved without changes , one
could imagi ne a compa ny acquiring nothing else than no cure no pay la wsuits. Every time they become part of a lawsuit, they immedi a tely r ecogni se an a sset because if they win th ey will without conditions receive
payment. This is in our opinion n ot fa ir accounting. The example is of
course extreme, but tend to illus tra te one of our reservations, namely tha t
the changes do not fairly present s itua tion s with an outcome that is either
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very steep or not existent. These are better of accounted for within the existing framework.
Referring to BC 9 in the proposed amendments to lAS 37, the argument
for r ecognising a lawsuit as an asset will also lead to the recognition of a
workforce as an asset, as the acquirer is required to pay for thi s and it is
therefore con sidered to be a part of goodwill. We therefore have other asset s included in goodwill that are not recognised.
Further, the comment in BC 10 causes anxiety, as the results from the
revenue recognition project have effect and are u sed as an argument even
before they h ave been subject to a proper due process.
Another implication of the removal of the probability criteria is an increased recognition of intangible assets, many which a re not r ecognised
under the pres ent standard. Even though this by itself is not n ecessarily a
problem, thi s will undoubtedly lead to more accounting to be m a de a more
subjectivity in the valuation as no active market can be identified. Further, it is often very difficult to set the life-span of the asset and thus the
appli cable period of depreciation.
We suggest awaiting for the conclusions on this point from the Canadian
Fair Value project and the Austra lian Intangible Assets project as both
projects seem to have a direct bearing on this issue.
Full Fair Value and Implementation of Full Goodwill Approach
The full fair value approach creates problems as the accounting standard
change perceived shortcomings of other s tandards. This is especially true
when it comes to assets, as the specific standards operate with historica l
cost as the acquisition price. With this standard it is suggested that an
acquisition s hould be meas ured at full fair value. However, the treatment
afterwards is not at fair value, but depends on the specific accounting
standard. It therefore creates problems, when tran sactions at fair value a t
a later stage are not recognised through PIL.

This in turn leads to the question whether it is r eliable to implement the
full goodwill approach? It is stated in BC 134 that direct measurement is
not feas ible, but with the full goodwill approach that is exactly the case.
This is especially true when the consideration cannot be u sed as a basis
for the valuation. It might n ot be possible to find one true fair value.
Further, we object to the step acquis ition method as laid out in the proposal. As the minority (or not controlling) shareholders might have different objectives we do not sec this as a pure tran saction between owners.
Therefore, we find that step acquisition should result in a revaluation of
goodwill. With the current proposal, goodwill is only valu a ted when control shifts, n ot upon transactions between shareholders. But these tran sactions occur on an ongoing basis at fair value, but is accounted for at his torical cost (fair value at time of acquisition).
The implication of this is that you r eceive a very different treatment if you
sell one share in a company that you control compared with a share in a
company which you do not control, even though it is technically the same
transaction, namely the sale of a share that do not by itself change the
control. This could be solved by a revaluation of the entity fair value, if a
method is found.
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It is also proposed in

Be

122 that tax assets r ecognised in the acquirer's
books as a result of the business combination should not be part of the
consideration. We object to this. If management has knowledge of these
tax assets a t the time when the deal is made, it will most certainly affect
the a cquirer's valuation of the target company

New Disclosure Requirement
Finally, we are concerned about the increasing disclosure requirements.
We find that the total load of information in the financi al statements is
about to r each its maximum. We therefore suggests that the introduction
of new di sclosure requirements should be followed by a reduction in other
dis closure requirements. In this way, we not alone ensure an ongoing
process of updating the disclosure requirements in the standards but also
for ce the users to valuate a nd prioriti se the disclosure requirements
needed for their purpose.
Simplifications
Th ese proposals change some of the accounting principles for especially
a ssets which are laid out in other standards. We would prefer to make the
appropriate changes in the specific standards so initial recognition of the
individual asset and liability classes is set in the respective s tandard and
is identical no matter the circumstance under which the asset a re acquired. This would be an opportunity to align th e principles within and
outside a bus iness combination and thereby r educe the complexity. However , this approach calls for issues to be discussed prior to issuing new
standards.

With the proposed changes you initially recognise at fair value, but as no
reval uation takes place it ends up (after a period of time) being accounted
for as historical cost.
Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have comments or questions.
Yours sincerely

Tin e Roed
Director of Tax and Legal Affairs

Kristian Koktvedgaard
Adviser
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